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North American City Reports preserves the full text of 
surveys, budgets, statistical records, case studies, planning 
documents, training manuals, policy guidelines, reports, 
and news from the five hundred largest cities in Canada 
and the United States. It also includes select materials 
from hundreds of related agencies and non-governmental 
organizations. With more than 150,000 documents, 
it provides a new and typically unmined source for 
observing policy in action.

The larger cities are monitored for added items weekly, 
others monthly. A community feature of the Commons 
platform is an upload tool, and members are encouraged 
to add reports from smaller cities and other municipal 
organizations that they would like North American CIty 
Reports to keep safe forever. The result is a constantly 
growing archive that adds more than 20,000 new reports 
each year.

North American City Reports includes and expands on 
the well-known Index to Current Urban Documents 
(ICUD). From 1972 onwards, ICUD captured thousands 
of city reports, many of which city agencies don’t keep.  

Few sources have such current, detailed, fact-
based information. Rich in statistics, the documents 
provide practical examples of what policies work, 
along with hard evidence. From coastal erosion to 
vehicle emissions, the issues addressed by municipal 
policies provide a window into historical attitudes, 
actions, and outcomes.  

A unique research tool 
Search engines and city websites are cluttered 
with low-value documents and have only basic 
search capabilities. North American City Reports  
makes access easier through search facets, Boolean 
operators, and other tools. Research is faster, 
and there’s a wealth of information not findable 
anywhere else.  

Multiple purchase options
Institutional memberships are available to either 
the full archive or segments by geographical region. 
There’s also an option for purchase of perpetual 
rights, which includes data-mining permission.

Free trials are available! 
Learn more at https:/coherentdigital.net/pocc

Five million pages of in-depth research on 
today’s most pressing social issues. Delivered 
on the Policy Commons platform.

Extensive coverage of key issues like climate change, violence prevention, racial equity, and more.

The definitive database for Canadian studies, 
with over 200,000 policy and government 
documents.  Formerly known as the Canadian 
Electronic Library, and produced in collaboration with 
Trojman Corporation, it includes over 21,000 e-books 
from leading independent Canadian publishers and 
university presses.  

No other database has such extensive coverage of 
Canadian materials, with:
• 21,000 e-books from leading independent 

Canadian publishers and university presses;
• over 200,000 Canadian reports, briefings, and 

policy papers from think tanks and government 
sources;

• a directory of over 4,000 Canadian think tanks, 
NGOs, IGOs, and government departments;

• short videos of leading Canadian authors 
introducing their latest works; and

• daily updates and new content throughout the 
year. 

Free trials are available! 
Learn more at https:/coherentdigital.net/cana or visit 
https://www.trojman.ca/canadacommons


